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Abstract
The turn-around radii of the galaxy groups show the imprint of a long battle between their self-gravitational forces
and the accelerating space. The standard ΛCDM cosmology based on the general relativity (GR) predicts the
existence of an upper bound on the expectation value of the turn-around radius that is rarely violated by individual
galaxy groups. We speculate that a deviation of the gravitational law from GR on the cosmological scale could
cause an appreciable shift of the mean turn-around radius to higher values and make the occurrence of the bound
violation more probable. Analyzing the data from high-resolution N-body simulations for two speciﬁc models with
modiﬁed gravity (MG) and the standard GR+ΛCDM cosmology, we determine the turn-around radii of the
massive Rockstar groups from the peculiar motions of the galactic halos located in the bound zone where the ﬁfth
force generated by MG is expected to be, at most, partially shielded. We detect a s4 signal of difference in the odds
of the bound violations between a ﬁducial MG and the GR models, which proves that the odds of the bound
violations increase with the strength of the ﬁfth force produced by the presence of MG. The advantage of using the
odds of the bound violations as a complementary diagnostics to probe the nature of gravity is discussed.
Key words: cosmology: theory – large-scale structure of universe
1. Introduction
Modiﬁed gravity (MG) models presume that the true law of
gravity deviates from the general relativity (GR) on the
cosmological scale and claim that the apparent acceleration
of the universe in the present epoch can be explained as a
function of MG without resorting to anti-gravitational dark
energy (see Clifton et al. 2012 for a review). Despite the fact
that not even weak evidence for a failure of GR on the
cosmological scale has so far been found (e.g., Reyes
et al. 2010; Rapetti et al. 2011; Wojtak et al. 2011; Ciufolini
et al. 2012; Cataneo et al. 2015; Liu et al. 2016), an
observational test of gravity is currently and will be persistently
one of the most fundamental topics in cosmology until the
origin of the cosmic acceleration is physically understood. A
variety of diagnostics has been developed not only to detect, if
any, the presence of MG (see Koyama 2016, for a review), but
also to break the degeneracy between the MG and the other
dark energy (DE) models alternative to the cosmological
constant (Λ), which is the most prevalent candidate for DE.
The dynamic masses of galaxy groups3 provide one of those
recently developed diagnostics, which has been in the limelight
of extensive studies (Zhao et al. 2011; Lam et al. 2012; Zu
et al. 2014) because of its power to probe the nature of gravity
in the local universe. MG models are classiﬁed by the factors
additionally introduced to modify GR, such as an extra degree
of freedom, higher dimensional spacetime, non-locality, and
higher derivatives, most of which lead to an effective
enhancement of gravity (so called the ﬁfth force) on the
cosmological scale. The survival of such MG models against
the stringent solar system test (e.g., see Will 2014, and
references therein) is deliberately implemented by its screening
process, through which GR can be restored on the small scale
(Brax 2013). In the presence of unscreened MG, the dynamic
mass of a galaxy group would appear to be higher than its
lensing mass since the latter depends only on the curvature of
space around the group. Thus, any discrepancy between the
dynamic and the lensing masses of the galaxy groups should
indicate the presence of MG and can be used to constrain the
strength of its consequential ﬁfth force (Zhao et al. 2011; Zu
et al. 2014).
The dynamic mass of a group was conventionally estimated
by measuring the velocity dispersions of the luminous central
galaxies. This conventional estimate, however, would fail to
discriminate the dynamic mass from the lensing mass even in
the presence of MG since GR should be almost completely
restored at the locations of the luminous central galaxies. The
infall velocities of the satellite galaxies located outside the
virial radii of the galaxy groups have been suggested as better
indicators of the presence of unscreened MG. However, the
dependence of the infall velocities of the satellites on the
baryonic processes as well as the large uncertainties associated
with their measurements would contaminate a signal, even if
detected, of the difference between the dynamic and the lensing
masses (Lam et al. 2012; Zu et al. 2014).
Looking to other dynamic properties of the galaxy groups
than their dynamic masses may be necessary to complement the
existing local probes of gravity on the galaxy group scale.
Here, we suggest the odds of the bound violations of the turn-
around radii of the galaxy groups as a new complementary
diagnostics. In the standard ΛCDM cosmology based on GR,
the averaged turn-around radius of the galaxy groups is
bounded by a ﬁnite upper limit that depends on the amount of
Λ as well as on the masses of the groups (Pavlidou &
Tomaras 2014; Pavlidou et al. 2014). A recent numerical study
has revealed that on rare occasions, the turn-around radii of
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3 Conventionally, a galaxy cluster is deﬁned as a bound object composed
more than 1000 galaxies, while a galaxy group is less massive object that has
less than 1000 galaxies (Padmanabhan 1993). As pointed out by Tully (2015),
however, there is no clear boundary that separates the galaxy groups from the
galaxy clusters. Following Tully (2015), we call both the galaxy clusters and
groups “massive groups” throughout this paper.
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individual galaxy groups commit to the bound violations even
in the ΛCDM cosmology (Lee & Yepes 2016). Given that the
turn-around radii of the galaxy groups reﬂect how far the
expanding spacetime resists the gravitational attraction of
the groups, we speculate that the presence of MG would
produce a substantial difference in the odds of the bound
violation of the galaxy groups. The main task we perform in the
current work is to numerically investigate how strong the effect
of the presence of MG is on the odds of the bound violation of
the turn-around radii of the galaxy groups.
This paper is divided into three sections, the contents of
which are summarized as follows. In Section 2 we provide a
brief review of a certain type of two MG models considered to
perform our task and describe the sample of the galaxy groups
from N-body simulations for the standard ΛCDM cosmology
and for two MG models. In Section 3.1 we present a detailed
description of the procedures by which the odds of the bound
violation of the tun-around radii of the galaxy groups are
calculated for each model. In Section 4 we summarize the
results and discuss the advantages of using the odds of the
bound violations as a complementary probe of gravity.
2. Data and Models: A Brief Review
As a ﬁducial model of MG whose effect on the odds of the
bound violation of the turn-around radius is explored, we focus
on the normal branch Dvali-Gabadadze-Porrati (nDGP) brane
world model (Dvali et al. 2000). Although the nDGP model is
not capable of explaining the cosmic acceleration without
assuming the existence of some form of dark energy in the
universe (e.g., see Schmidt 2009, and references therein), it
possesses the following two salient features. First, in this model
the Hubble parameter H(z) can be made identical to that
of the standard ΛCDM model by Schmidt (2010). Second,
the Vainshtein mechanism (Vainshtein 1972) on which
the screening process of this model relies is independent
of the shape of the potential function of the scalar ﬁeld
(Maartens & Koyama 2010; Sbisà et al. 2012; Falck et al. 2015;
Winther & Ferreira 2015).
The initial conditions of the nDGP model can be speciﬁed by
determining the values of seven key parameters: the spectral
index (ns), the baryon density parameter (Wb), the matter
density parameter (Wm), the Λ energy density parameter (WL),
the Hubble constant (H0), linear density amplitude (s8), and the
cross-over scale (rc, see Falck et al. 2015, and references
therein) The ﬁrst six represent the same key cosmological
parameters as the standard ΛCDM model requires, while the
last one, rc, is an extra parameter introduced by the nDGP
model.
The cross-over scale rc appears in the following modiﬁcation
of the linearized Poisson equation as an additional term to
quantify the effect of enhanced gravity (Koyama & Silva
2007):
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where Y( )x t, is the Newtonian potential, H(t) is the Hubble
parameter, r¯ ( )t is the mean mass density of the universe, and
d ( )t is the dimensionless density contrast. The strength of the
ﬁfth force decreases as the cross-over scale rc increases in the
nDGP models. The GR would be restored in the high-density
region via the Vainshtein mechanism as the value of rc
increases with the growth of nonlinearity (Falck et al. 2015). A
comprehensive review on the Vainshtein mechanism and the
nDGP models is presented in Joyce et al. (2015).
Three cosmological models are considered for our numerical
exploration. The standard GR+ΛCDM cosmology and two
nDGP models denoted as DF5 and DF6. From here on, the two
abbreviated terms (the GR and the GR+ΛCDM cosmology)
are used interchangeably. The values of the key cosmological
parameters adopted for the three models are listed in Table 1.
As shown, except for the values of rc and s8, the key
cosmological parameters are set at the same values of the
Planck cosmology without massive neutrinos (Planck Colla-
boration et al. 2014). The highest value of s8 of the DF5 model
translates into the strongest ﬁfth force, which still meets the
observational constraint from the cluster counts (Schmidt et al.
2009; Lombriser et al. 2012; Falck et al. 2015). The values of rc
used for the DF5 and DF6 models are also compatible with the
recent observational constraints (see Table 1 in Joyce et al.
2016, and references therein).
The N-body simulations implemented by the adapted ECOS-
MOG-V code (Li et al. 2012, 2013) were run from z=49
to z=0 on the periodic box of volume -( )h128 Mpc1 3
with a total of 5123 DM particles of individual mass
= ´ - M h M1.34 10par 9 1 , producing ﬁve different realizations
for each model. The Rockstar halo ﬁnder developed by Behroozi
et al. (2013) has been applied to the phase space distributions of
DM particles at each z-snapshot for the identiﬁcation of the
bound DM halos. In the catalogs of the Rockstar halos are stored
such information on the DM halos as the comoving positions and
velocities of their centers of masses, virial radii and masses, and
so on from each realization for each model. The viral radius of
each DM halo rvir has been computed as the spherical radius from
its center of mass at which the relation of r r=( )r 200vir crit is
satisﬁed where rcrit represents the critical mass density of the
Universe. Accordingly, the virial mass mvir of each halo has been
computed as the mass enclosed by the spherical radius rvir.
3. ODDS of the Bound Violations in nDGP Models
3.1. Bound-zone Velocity Proﬁles in nDGP Models
Consider a massive group for which prior information on the
virial mass and radius (Mvir and rvir, respectively) is available.
Its gravity will inﬂuence the peculiar motions not only of its
satellites located in the infall zone, but also of the neighbor
galaxies located in the bound zone that corresponds to the
distance range of ( – )r3 8 vir. For the case of the GR+ΛCDM
cosmology, the interplay between the gravity and the
expanding space molds the bound-zone velocity proﬁle around
a massive group to have the following power-law shape
Table 1
Cross-over Scales, Linear Power Spectrum Amplitude, and Best-ﬁt Parameters
of the Bound-zone Velocity Proﬁles for Three Models
models H r cc0 s8 A n
GR ¥ 0.83 0.77±0.02 0.30±0.02
DF6 5.65 0.84 0.74±0.02 0.26±0.02
DF5 1.20 0.85 0.74±0.02 0.23±0.02
2
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(Falco et al. 2014):
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where A and n are the amplitude and the slope parameters of
the proﬁle, respectively, and º ( )V GM rc vir vir 1 2. After Falco
et al. (2014) reported that Equation (2) with »A 0.8 and
»n 0.42 ﬁtted well the average proﬁle v(r) numerically
obtained from the bound-zone DM particles around the group-
size halos with ~ - M h M10vir 14 1 at z=0. It was proven that
with the same best-ﬁt parameters, Equation (2) still describe
well the average bound-zone velocity proﬁles obtained not
from the DM particles but from the bound DM halos
(Lee 2016).
In the DGP model, the presence of MG is more eminent in
the bound zone than in the infall zone since the former has
lower densities. In other words, in the DGP model the bound-
zone objects around a massive group react more sensitively to a
ﬁfth force produced by the unscreened MG than the infall-zone
satellites. We speculate that the ﬁfth force would decrease the
slope of the average bound-zone velocity proﬁle since the
effective gravity of the massive group enhanced by the ﬁfth
force is capable of resisting the expanding space at farther
distances. Before quantitatively investigating if the decrement
of the slope of the bound-zone velocity proﬁle will be
substantial, however, it is ﬁrst necessary to conﬁrm that the
bound-zone peculiar velocity proﬁles for the nDGP models can
be also described by the same formula, Equation (2), whose
validity was only tested for the case of the ΛCDM cosmology.
Putting a mass threshold cut = - M h M10vir,th 13 1 on the
Rockstar halo catalog described in Section 2, we make a
sample of the central groups with virial masses M Mvir vir,th.
For each central group in the sample, we look for the neighbor
Rockstar halos that satisfy two conditions. First, they should
belong to the bound zone around the central group with their
separation distances r lie in the range of  r r3 8vir .
Second, the numbers of the particles, Np, that comprise a halo
are equal to or larger than 20. The bound-zone halos composed
of less than 20 dark matter particles are excluded to avoid
possible contamination caused by incomplete condensation.
Let vG and vb denote the comoving velocities of a central
group and a bound-zone halo, respectively, and let r be the
separation vector from the central group to the bound-zone
halo. We ﬁrst subtract vG from vb to obtain the relative peculiar
velocity of the bound-zone halo in the rest frame of the central
group. Then, we perform the dot product between -v vb G andºˆ ∣ ∣r r r to project the relative peculiar velocity of the bound-
zone halo onto the radial direction, rˆ. Let v denote the
magnitude of the projected relative peculiar velocity,
-∣( ) · ∣v v hb G , and call it the bound-zone velocity at the
separation distance º ∣ ∣rr .
Dividing v and r of each bound-zone halo by the circular
velocity of its central group Vc and the virial radius rvir,
respectively, we express the rescaled bound-zone velocity
proﬁle º˜( ˜)v r v Vc as a function of the rescaled separation
distance ºr˜ r rvir. Note that both of v˜ and r˜ are dimension-
less. We also divide the range of r˜ into several intervals,
+ D[ ˜ ˜ ˜]r r r, , each of which has the same length Dr˜ . We
record the numbers of the bound-zone halos, Nb, whose values
of the rescaled distances r˜ belong to each interval. The mean
bound-zone velocity at each r˜ -interval is computed by taking
the average over those Nb halos.
Let Nb k, and NT k, denote the numbers of the bound-zone
halos around each central group and the number of the central
groups, respectively, in the kth realization of each model. Let
˜ ( ˜)v rij k, also denote the bound-zone velocity of the ith halo
whose separation distance lies in the range of + D[ ˜ ˜ ˜]r r r,
around the jth central group in the kth realization of each
model. The bound-zone velocity proﬁle in the kth realization,
˜ ( ˜)v rk , can be computed by taking the average ﬁrst over the Nb,k
bound-zone halos and then over the NT,k central groups as
å å=
= =
⎛
⎝⎜
⎞
⎠⎟˜ ( ˜) ˜ ( ˜) ( )v r N N v r
1 1
. 3k
j
N
i
N
ij k
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Finally, the bound-zone velocity proﬁle ˜( ˜)v r for each model
can be obtained by taking the average over the ﬁve realizations.
The errors can be also computed using the bootstrap technique.
Let ={ ˜ ( ˜)}v rk k 15 denote the original sample of the bound-zone
velocity proﬁles from the ﬁve realizations. From this sample,
we draw ﬁve bound-zone velocity proﬁles with repetition
allowed to create a boostrap resample. We create 1000
Boostrap resamples and calculate the errors associated with
the measurement of the average bound-zone velocity proﬁle as
the one standard deviation scatter around the mean value:
å å ås = -
a
a
= = =
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where ˜ ( ˜)v rk represents the average bound-zone velocity proﬁle
from the original sample of the kth realization and a˜ ( ˜)v rk is
from the αth Bootstrap resample of the kth realization.
Figure 1 plots the bound-zone peculiar velocity proﬁle
averaged over ﬁve realizations as ﬁlled circles with the
Boostrap errors. There is a substantial difference in v˜ between
Figure 1. Average bound velocity proﬁles in the bound zone of the central
groups with virial mass  - M h M10v 13 1 at z=0 for three different models
(GR, DF6, and DF5 as red, blue, and green colors, respectively). The ﬁlled
circles correspond to the numerical results while the solid lines are the analytic
model, Equation (2), with the best-ﬁt parameters.
3
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the GR and the DF5 models. The latter has a lower slope
than the former, as speculated. Furthermore, the magnitude of v˜
in the DF5 model is larger in the whole bound-zone range than
in the GR model. Fitting the numerically obtained proﬁle ˜( ˜)v r
of each model to Equation (2) by employing the maximum-
likelihood method, we search for the values of n and A which
minimize the following c2:
åc bs=
-
=
[ ˜( ˜ ) ˜ ( ˜ ∣ )]
( ˜ )
( )v r v r n
r
,
, 5
i
N
i i
i
2
1
the
v
2
2
r
where r˜i denotes the ith interval of r˜ and v˜ the represents the
theoretical prediction of Equation (2). To determine the
uncertainties associated with the determination of n and
A, we ﬁrst determine the joint probability =( )p A n,
c-[ ( ) ]p a b, 22 . Using the probability density functions p
(n) and p(A) calculated as ò=( ) ( )p A dn p A n, and =( )p n
ò ( )dA p A n, , respectively, we also determine the margin-
alized errors, sn and sA.
Figure 2 shows the boundaries of three different regions in
the space spanned by A and n that enclose those points, over
which the integration of ( )P A n, becomes 0.68, 0.95, and 0.99
as the thickest, thick, and thinnest lines, respectively, for each
model. The third and fourth columns of Table 1 display the
best-ﬁt values of A and n with the associated errors (sA and s )n
for each model. The solid lines in Figure 1 correspond to the
analytic model whose characteristic parameters are set at
the best-ﬁt values listed in Table 1. As shown, the power-law
slope n has the largest (smallest) value for the GR (DF5) case
and the difference in the value of n between the two models is
statistically signiﬁcant. Due to the non-vanishing ﬁfth force, the
bound-zone velocity proﬁle in the DF5 model decreases less
rapidly with the distance than in the GR model. For the case of
the DF6 model, the ﬁfth force is not strong enough to produce
any statistically signiﬁcant difference in ˜( ˜)v r from the GR case,
as expected.
The results shown in Figure 1 have one important
implication. The peculiar velocity proﬁles for the nDGP
models are still well ﬁtted by Equation (2), which was
empirically derived by Falco et al. (2014) from N-body
simulations for the GR+ΛCDM cosmology. Having no
analytic framework within which the bound-zone velocity
proﬁle can be derived from the ﬁrst principles for nDGP
models, we have assumed that no matter what background
cosmology is used, the peculiar velocity of a bound-zone
galaxy may be proportional to some power of the separation
distance and thus that the same functional form of Equation (2)
can still describe the average peculiar velocity proﬁle even for
the nDGP models. This assumption is justiﬁed by the very fact
that the current work has found a good agreement in
Equation (2) with the best-ﬁt parameters and the numerical
results obtained from the N-body simulations for the two nDGP
models.
Before estimating the turn-around radii by using ˜( ˜)v r , it may
be worth addressing one crucial issue. The Rockstar algorithm
counts only the bound particles to calculate the virial mass of a
halo, which adopts the same deﬁnition of the boundedness
regardless of the background cosmology. However, any
departure of the gravitational law from GR may change the
concept of being gravitationally bound, the mass of a halo
computed by the Rockstar ﬁnder may not be the true virial
mass, which in turn may change the shape of the peculiar
velocity proﬁle in the nDGP models. To address this issue, we
include the unbound particles within the virial radius of each
central group to compute its virial mass. Then, repeating the
same procedure, we redetermine ˜( ˜)v r for the three models,
which are plotted in Figure 3. As shown, there is almost no
change between the results displayed in Figures 1 and 3, which
implies that the difference in the deﬁnition of the boundness
between GR and nDGP models is unlikely to have a signiﬁcant
effect on our estimates of the turn-around radii of the central
groups from the average bound-zone peculiar velocity proﬁles.
3.2. Turn-Around Radii of the Central
Groups in nDGP Models
The GR+ΛCDM cosmology puts an upper bound, rt u, , on
the average turn-around radius of a galaxy group with mass
Mvir (Pavlidou & Tomaras 2014):
= L⎜ ⎟
⎛
⎝
⎞
⎠ ( )r
M G
C
3
. 6t u,
vir
2
1 3
This upper bound, however, limits the expectation value of the
turn-around radius but not the individual values of rt because
the event of a turning around is a generically random process
(Pavlidou & Tomaras 2014). In other words, the turn-around
radii of individual galaxy groups can have values larger than
rt u, , although the occurrences of such bound violations are quite
rare (Lee & Yepes 2016).
Strictly speaking, the turn-around radius rt of a galaxy group
is an attribute that it acquires at the end of its proto-group stage.
The optimal way to estimate the turn-around radius of a central
group in a N-body experiment is to track the trajectories of the
component DM particles back to the proto-group regime and
Figure 2. 68%, 95%, and 99% conﬁdence regions (thick, thin, and the thinnest solid lines, respectively) in the A–n plane determined by using the standard Maximum-
likelihood method for three different models.
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then to ﬁnd the location at which the mean peculiar velocity
equals the Hubble speed. This optimal routine, however, is
simply impractical and thus not applicable to real data.
Recently, Lee et al. (2015) formulated a less optimal but much
more practical routine that makes it possible to estimate the
turn-around radius of a galaxy group from the direct
observables. This routine counts on Equation (2) to ﬁnd rt at
which the following equation holds true:
=
-⎡
⎣⎢
⎤
⎦⎥
( ) ( ) ( )H r M
V
A
r M
r
. 7t
c
t
n
0 vir vir
vir
In Section 3.1 we determine the best-ﬁt values of A and n for
the mean bound-zone velocity proﬁle averaged over the central
groups. To use Equation (7) to estimate rt of each central
group, however, it is necessary to determine the values of A and
n by separately ﬁtting the individual bound-zone velocity
proﬁle around each central group to Equation (2). Let ˜ ( ˜)v rj k, be
the bound-zone velocity proﬁle of the jth central group in the
kth realization of each model. Replacing v˜k in Equation (5) by
˜ ( ˜)v rj k, and minimizing c2, we determine the best-ﬁt values of A
and n and put them into Equation (7) to estimate the turn-
around radius of the jth central group in the kth realization,
say ( )r Mt j k, , vir .
Dividing the range of the logarithmic masses of the central
groups, º -( )m M h Mlogvir vir 1 , into several intervals each of
which has the same length Dmvir, we calculate the mean turn-
around radius, ( )r Mt k, vir , by taking the average of ( )r Mt j k, , vir
over the central groups whose logarithmic masses lie in a given
interval of + D[ ]m m m,vir vir vir . The mean turn-around radius,
rt, of a central group at each mvir-interval is now evaluated as
taking the average of rt k, over the ﬁve realizations for each
model. Figure 4 plots rt versus mvir for the GR, DF6, and DF5
models as red, blue, and green solid lines, respectively. As
shown, there is a notable difference in ( )r mt vir between the GR
and the DF5 models. To see whether or not this difference is
statistically signiﬁcant, we calculate the Bootstrap errors sr in
the estimation of rt by generating 1000 Bootstrap resamples as
done in Section 3.1.
Figure 5 shows ( )r mt vir as ﬁlled circles with the Bootstrap
errors for the GR case. The red solid line represents the upper
Figure 3. Same as Figure 1 but for the case that the mass of each central group
is determined without excluding the unbound particles within its virial radius.
Figure 4. Turn-around radii of the central groups vs. the logarithmic masses for
three different models (GR, DF6, and DF5 as red, blue, and green colors,
respectively).
Figure 5. Turn-around radii of the central groups as a function of their masses
in the logarithmic scales for the GR model. The black ﬁlled circles with
Boostrap errors represent the numerical results, while the blue solid line
represents the analytic results evaluated by using Equation (7). The red solid
line is the upper bound limit Equation (6) predicted by the GR+ΛCDM
(Pavlidou & Tomaras 2014).
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bound limit rt u, given in Equation (6). As shown, the mean turn-
around radius is lower than the upper limit in the whole range
of mvir. The blue solid line is obtained by putting the global
average values of A and n listed in Table 1 into Equation (7)
and solving it for rt. Note that the blue solid line is in good
agreement with the ﬁlled circles in the entire range of mvir,
which is consistent with the claim of Lee & Yepes (2016) that
the average turn-around radii can be computed by using the
average bound-zone velocity proﬁle with the two parameters
set at the universal best-ﬁt values. Figure 6 plot the same as
Figure 5 but for the case of DF5 model. As shown, similar to
the GR case, the DF5 model yields the average turn-around
radii lower than the upper limit rt u, in the entire range of mvir.
Note, however, that the gap between the average turn-around
radii and the upper bound limit is narrower in the DF5 model
than in the GR case.
Now, we are ready to calculate the odds of the bound
violations, for which we exclude those central groups whose
logarithmic masses exceed 14.5. Given that the DF5 model
produces more massive groups in the highest mass section than
the other two models, it might cause a bias in the calculation of
the odds of the bound violations if those central groups with
m 14.5vir were not excluded. Let rt k, denote the turn-around
radii of the central objects with mass mvir in the kth realization
of each model. Deﬁne η as the ratio of rt k, to the upper bound
rt u, as h º r rt k t u, , . Dividing the whole range of η into several
small bins, each of which has the same length hD , and
counting the numbers of the central groups whose ratios belong
to each bin, h h h+ D[ ], , we ﬁrst compute the probability
density function, h( )pk , and then integrate h( )pk over η, to
derive the cumulative probability distribution, h( )Pk from the
kth realization of each model. The ﬁrst ﬁve columns of Table 2
list the values of h( )Pk at h = 1 for the three models. These
values equals the ratio of the bound violating central groups to
the total number of the central groups in each realization.
Finally, we take the average of the cumulative probability
functions over the ﬁve realizations for each model as
 åh h=
=
¯ ( ) ( ) ( )P P1
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k
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Figure 7 plots h¯ ( )P versus η with the Bootstrap errors for the
three models. As can be seen, the DF5 (GR) model yields the
highest (lowest) values of h¯ ( )P in the range of h 0.8. In
other words, in the DF5 model the bound violation occurs
relatively more frequently than in the GR model. Meanwhile,
no signiﬁcant difference is found between the GR and the DF6
models, as expected.
The sixth column of Table 2 lists the average odds of the
bound violations, ¯ ( )P 1 , for the three models. In the GR
model the odds of the bound violations is 0.188±0.007, while
in the DF5 model it is 0.225±0.006. As speculated, in the
DF5 model, due to the ﬁfth force the bound, violations occur
relatively more frequently. The signal-to-noise ratio for the
difference in the odds of the bound violations between the two
models is found to be as high as 4.2. This result indicates that
the odds of the bound violations of the turn-around radii of the
central groups can be powerful indicators of the presence
of MG.
To examine if the odds of the bound violations depend on
the mass threshold of the central groups, we increase the value
of Mvir,th and rederived h( )P by repeating the whole process
described in the above. Figures 8 and 9 plot the same as
Figure 7 but for the cases of = ´ - M h M3 10vir,th 13 1 and
= ´ - M h M5 10vir,th 13 1 , respectively. As shown, no sub-
stantial change is made by increasing the values of Mvir,th. Due
to the lower numbers of the central groups for these two cases,
however, the cumulative probabilities have larger errors and the
odds of the bound violations have lower signal-to-noise
ratios of ∼3.
4. Summary and Discussion
The turn-around radius of a massive group can be determined
as the distance at which the average velocity of its bound-zone
galaxies becomes equal to the Hubble speed (Lee et al. 2015).
The average bound-zone velocity proﬁle was shown by several
numerical experiments to follow a power-law scaling (Cuesta
et al. 2008; Falco et al. 2014; Lee 2016; Lee & Yepes 2016).
Since the slope of the proﬁle reﬂects how far and strong the
gravitational attraction of a massive group can resist the
accelerating Hubble ﬂow, any departure of the real gravitational
law from the GR would change the slope of the bound-zone
velocity proﬁle and accordingly the turn-around radius of the
group. The question is whether or not the change would be
substantial. In the current work, we have conducted a numerical
analysis to ﬁnd a quantitative answer to this question. With the
help of the N-body simulations performed for two nDGP models
(DF5 and DF6), as well as for the standard ΛCDM + GR
cosmology, we measured the slopes of the average bound-zone
velocity proﬁles around the massive groups with masses in the
range of  - ( )M h M10 1013 1 14.5 and found that the DF5
(GR) model yields the lowest (highest) slope.
Our explanation for this result is that the gravitational
attraction enhanced by the ﬁfth force resists the Hubble ﬂow
at larger distances, which results in a milder decrease of the
average bound-zone velocity proﬁle with the distance in
the DF5 model. We also estimated the turn-around radii of
Figure 6. Same as Figure 5 but for the DF5 model.
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the massive groups from the individual bound-zone velocity
proﬁles for each model and calculated the odds of the bound
violations by counting the numbers of the massive groups
whose estimated turn-around radii exceed the bound limit
predicted by the GR+ΛCDM cosmology. A s4 signal of
difference has been found in the odds of the bound violations
between the GR and the DF5 models. Given that the cross-over
scale =H r c 1.2c0 used for the DF5 model is compatible with
the current constraints from the large-scale structure observa-
tions H r c 1.0c0 (see Table 1 in Joyce et al. 2016, and
references therein), we suggest that it may, in principle, be
possible to use the odds of the bound violations as a
complementary diagnostics to locally test the nature of gravity.
These new diagnostics have a good advantage over the
conventional ones. As well explained by Pavlidou & Tomaras
(2014), the estimate of the turn-around radius is not affected by
complicated baryonic processes unlike the other local probes of
gravity such as the redshift distortion effect, N-point correlation
functions, and cluster abundances. In other words, a direct
comparison between the observational result and the theoretical
prediction for the odds of the bound violations can be made
without taking into account the non-gravitational effects of
baryon physics, which are hard to model theoretically due to
their highly nonlinear nature. Furthermore, since the turn-
around radius is a uniquely deﬁned as a quasi-linear quantity,
there is no ambiguity involved with the details of the way that it
is estimated.
Table 2
Odds of the Bound Violations for Three Models
models ( )P 11 ( )P 12 ( )P 13 ( )P 14 ( )P 15 ¯ ( )P 1
GR 109/537 108/539 89/554 102/527 95/535 0.188±0.007
DF6 110/534 105/541 88/554 116/548 91/509 0.190±0.008
DF5 130/532 128/539 119/544 116/508 108/519 0.225±0.006
Figure 7. Cumulative probabilities that the ratio h º r rt t u, with bootstrap
errors for three different models (GR, DF6 and DF5 as red, blue, and green
colors, respectively). The central groups with masses in the range of
 - ( )M h M10 1013 1 14.5 is considered.
Figure 8. Same as Figure 7 but with the central groups with masses in the
range of  ´ - ( )M h M3 10 1013 1 14.5.
Figure 9. Same as Figure 7 but with the central groups with masses in the
range of  ´ - ( )M h M5 10 1013 1 14.5.
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Moreover, Lee (2016) has proven that the best-ﬁt values of
the amplitude and slope parameters, A and n, of Equation (2)
are indeed insensitive to the variation of the key cosmological
parameters within the GR+ΛCDM cosmology, which implies
that this new diagnostics is robust against the changes of the
initial conditions in the standard picture. In other words, if the
new diagnostics ﬁnds a tension with the prediction of the GR
+ΛCDM cosmology, then it is quite unlikely that the tension
can be alleviated by varying the key cosmological parameters
or the baryon physics within the GR+ΛCDM cosmology.
Another promising aspect of this new diagnostics is that it
has a power to distinguish among the MG models with
different screening mechanisms. Recently, Lee & Yepes (2016)
showed that the odds of the bound violations become larger if
the odds are calculated from the bound-zone velocity proﬁles
constructed along the ﬁlaments. In fact, in order to apply the
routine of Lee et al. (2015) to real observational data for the
estimate of the turn-around radius of a galaxy group, ﬁnding a
ﬁlamentary structure in the bound zone and to construct the
bound-zone velocity proﬁle along the ﬁlament (Falco et al.
2014; Lee et al. 2015) is a prerequisite since the anisotropic
distribution of the bound-zone galaxies along the ﬁlaments
allows us to construct the bound-zone velocity proﬁle without
measuring accurately the peculiar velocities (see Falco et al.
2014 for details).
According to Falck et al. (2015), the ﬁfth force in a ﬁlament
remains intact by the Vainshtein screening mechanism no
matter how overdense the ﬁlamentary environment is while as
it is completely shielded in the dense ﬁlamentary environment
by the other screening mechanisms like the Chameleon (see
also Falck et al. 2014). When the turn-around radii of the
galaxy groups are determined from the bound-zone velocity
proﬁle constructed along the ﬁlaments via the routine of Lee
et al. (2015), the odds of the bound violations would become
different from the predictions of the GR+ΛCDM case only for
the case of the Vainshtein mechanism. To quantitatively verify
this speculation will require N-body simulations with high
resolution performed on a large volume for various MG models
with different screening mechanisms, so that the dense
ﬁlaments can be identiﬁed around massive groups from the
simulation data sets.
It is worth mentioning here that we have not assessed the
practical feasibility of this new local diagnostics as a
complementary test of gravity, which is beyond the scope of
this paper. Before applying this new diagnostics to real
observations, however, examining how strongly the odds of
the bound violation would be affected by observational
uncertainties must precede. Especially, the systematics asso-
ciated with the measurements of the masses of the galaxy
groups should be thoroughly examined since the odds of the
bound violations are strongly affected by the degree of the
accuracy with which the masses of the central groups are
estimated. Our future project will take off along this direction.
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